Bayfol® HX120

Solutions for optical filter applications
with volume holographic optical elements
(vHOE)

Bayfol® HX120
Bayfol® HX120 – new light management flexibilities
Our mission to make the world a brighter place can also be

taken literally! With our Bayfol® HX product range, we not only
offer new designs and optical effects for your products. We
also help enable light management flexibilities that seemed

impossible in the past. For more, check out the Bayfol® HX flyer
(Link).

Bayfol® HX120 is a light sensitive film that can be recorded with
the appropriate laser light within the spectral range of 440 nm
to 680nm and is optimized for the spectral range of 500 nm
to 680 nm.

Bayfol® HX120 in optical filter applications
With its unique properties to record volume holographic optical
elements (vHOEs) as specific wavelength filters, Bayfol® HX120
is already used in optical filter applications such as metaAIR®
by Metamaterial Inc. ("META™") (www.meta-air.com).

metaAIR® by META™ is a triple-layer holographic optical filter
that offers an excellent combination of laser glare protection
and transparency that meets the high demands of aviation

customers. Its performance was made possible by Bayfol®

HX120. It has been available since 2019. metaAIR® is a product
designed and engineered by META™ with vHOE recorded on
the jointly developed Bayfol® HX120. It is now available for
To see how the glasses work visit www.meta-air.com

purchase through Satair (SATAIR A/S) (www.satair.com).

Besides laser protection for pilots in the aerospace industry,
other possible application areas for Bayfol® HX120 include:

• Fluorescence spectroscopy in biomedical instruments
Such optical filters based on vHOE recorded on Bayfol® HX120

offer a more sustainable solution compared to traditional optical
coatings made with rare earth metal (vapor deposition), saving

an estimated 6 orders of magnitude of energy per m² produced.

Note: Please contact us for the product registration status of Bayfol® HX in your country.
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• Sensor protection in the transportation industry

Rizal Hans – stock.adobe.com

• Laser protection in the medical industry or in national security
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Bayfol® HX120
Metamaterial Inc. are the go-to partner
Thanks to experience in handling Bayfol® HX120, META™ is

an excellent go-to-partner for such optical filter applications.
META™ designs and manufactures advanced functional

can not only replace traditional lenses and mirrors but can

provide optical functions that are very difficult to achieve with
conventional optics.

materials. These are complex, structured materials that

META™’s holographic capabilities include holographic

energy in new and often surprising ways. META™ engineers

(optical filters).

perform special functions, utilizing light and other forms of
products at microscopic levels, creating novel functional

optical elements, light steering diffusers and notch filters

materials and metamaterials with new properties and

capabilities that go beyond those found in natural materials.
One of the technologies which the company specializes in is

direct-write (masterless) holography. This enables design and
fabrication of holograms as specialty optical elements that
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META™

Optical filters capabilities
META™’s holographic optical elements have the
following characteristics:
• Extremely large area
• Flexible, stackable

• S
 pectrally selective filters with high optical blocking strength
and angle control

Image: Large form factor, high efficiency grating (99.999 % at 532nm),
recorded with META™’s proprietary direct-write process on Bayfol® HX120.

Uniform conformal notch filters
• B
 locking notch wavelengths from
425nm – 650nm
• Sizes up to 800 mm × 600 mm

Uniform slant notch filters
• Arbitrary filtering slant angle (0° – 90°)
• Angular bandwidths up to 30°
• Sizes up to 300 mm × 300 mm

• Controlled filtering angle 0° – 90°
• Can be applied as a multilayer stack

Spatially varying filters
and gratings
• F
 ilters with blocking characteristics
that can be controlled across the film
• A
 rbitrary filtering wavelength
and angle
• Sizes up to 400 mm × 400 mm

• H
 igh luminous transmission
(VLT>60 % per layer), low haze (<2 %)
• Blocking strength up to OD6
Find out more: www.metamaterial.com

Note: Please contact us for the product registration status of Bayfol® HX in your country.
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Bayfol® HX120
Bayfol® HX120 – Technical details
Bayfol® HX120 consists of a three layer stack, the substrate,

the light-sensitive photopolymer and a protective cover film.

Property

Typical substrate thickness

Typical photopolymer thickness
Typical cover layer thickness

Property
Transmittance
(Unrecorded film, w/o cover foil)

Value

A triacetate (TAC) substrate with UV absorber and a polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) protective cover film are used. See below
extract from the product data sheet (Link).

General properties

Unit of measurement

60
30

acc. to ISO 4593, 23°C

microns

acc. to ISO 4593, 23°C

microns

50

Value

Optical properties

See Annex graph 1, for details of
the transmittance spectrum

Unit of measurement
%

Maximum refractive index modulation
Δn1 per recording wavelengt λ
> 0.04

λ = 532 nm

> 0.04

Typical recording dosage needed to
achieve above Δn1 values

See Annex graph 2, for details of
the recording dosage

Graph 1: Direct Transmission Spectrum
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Method
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microns
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Graph 2: Dosage curves
(Reflection Holograms in 2-Beam Geometry)

The manner in which you use our products, technical assistance and information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is
imperative that you test our products to determine suitability for your processing and intended uses. Your analysis must at
least include testing to determine suitability from a technical, health, safety, and environmental and regulatory standpoint.
Such testing has not necessarily been done by Covestro, and Covestro has not obtained any approvals or licenses for
a particular use or application of the product, unless explicitly stated otherwise. If the intended use of the product is for
the manufacture of a pharmaceutical/medicinal product, medical device1 or of pre-cursor products for medical devices
or for other specifically regulated applications which leads or may lead to a regulatory obligation of Covestro, Covestro
must explicitly agree to such application before the sale. 1) Please see the "Guidance on Use of Covestro Products in a
Medical Application" document. Any samples provided by Covestro are for testing purposes only and not for commercial
use. Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our standard conditions
of sale which are available upon request. All information, including technical assistance is given without warranty or guarantee and is subject to change without notice. It is expressly understood and agreed by you that you assume and hereby
expressly release and indemnify us and hold us harmless from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our products, technical assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation not contained
herein is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation to use any product
in conflict with any claim of any patent relative to any material or its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the
claims of any patent. These values are typical values only. Unless explicitly agreed in written form, the do not constitute a
binding material specification or warranted values. Values may be affected by the design of the mold/die, the processing
conditions and coloring/pigmentation of the product. Unless specified to the contrary, the property values given have
been established on standardized test specimens at room temperature. Edition: 2020 · Printed in Germany · E

Note: Please contact us for the product registration status of Bayfol® HX in your country.
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